Strategy and focus for the cloud –
preparing the grounds for your business and IT
MaibornWolff provides end-to-end consulting and implementation for
your comprehensive cloud strategy!
When leading your company into a cloud-enabled future there are many things to
consider: basic concepts, engineering, deployment, and continuous fine-tuning of
your long-time strategies. We’ll accompany you on this exciting journey according to
your needs!

WHAT WE OFFER

Strategy: It’s virtually impossible to harvest all the benefits of Microsoft Azure
unless you have a compelling cloud strategy at hand.
Together, we will look at
current and future business
capabilities, your organizational setup and your project methodology. Since
markets quickly change, we
offer “just enough” strategies rather than huge
overheads.

Migration: Only if you know
your current position you
can draft a realistic roadmap
to your destination. We help
you to figure out what fits
best for you: “lift & shift”,
becoming “cloud native”
within 3 years, or something
in between? We will guide
you based on our longstanding experience in
enterprise architecture
transformation projects.

Governance: It’s not
enough to be “in” the
cloud as an alibi. Rather,
envision your-self
presenting your outright
cloud governance at an
international conference.
Together, we will work
out a lean “just enough”
governance for the
managed evolution of
your Azure setup.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

“Through our colleagues from MaibornWolff, we
actually learned what it means to ‘go cloud’. Not
only did we lift and shift our existing applications,
but we refactored parts of them towards a cloudnative architecture. A relocation is always a good
opportunity to sort things out, isn’t it?”
– A. Fisher, CIO, New Motors Associated

Implementation: Yes, we
also provide engineers who
are happy to implement
your IT assets in a strategyaligned way! Coming from a
single source, we’re leveraging the most suitable
Azure building blocks. Please
check our MaibornWolff
specialties for implementtation—be it cloud native
customized software
development, IoT, “datadriven”, or many more.
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